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Abstract. The work presents verification of a numerical model for micro-jet focusing, where a 
coupled liquid and gas flow occurs in a gas dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN). Nozzles of this 
type are used in serial femtosecond crystallography experiments to deliver samples into X-ray 
beam. The following performance criteria are desirable: the jet to be longer than 100 µm to 
avoid nozzle shadowing, the diameter as small as possible to minimize the background signal, 
and the jet velocity as high as possible to avoid sample’s double X-ray exposure. Previous 
comprehensive numerical investigation has been extended to include numerical analysis of the 
tip jet velocities. These simulations were then compared with the experimental data. The 
coupled numerical model of a 3D printed GDVN considers a laminar two-phase, Newtonian, 
compressible flow, which is solved based on the finite volume method discretization and 
interface tracking with volume of fluid (VOF). The numerical solution is calculated with 
OpenFOAM based compressible interFoam solver, which uses algebraic formulation of VOF. 
In experimental setup for model validation a 3D printed GDVN was inserted in a vacuum 
chamber with two windows used for illumination and visualization. Once the jet was stabilized 
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its velocity was estimated based on a distance a droplet traveled between two consecutive 
illumination pulses with a known time delay. The experimental and computational study was 
performed for a constant liquid flow rate of 14 l/min and the gas mass flow rate in the range 
from 5 mg/min to 25 mg/min. The coupled numerical model reasonably predicts the jet speed 
and shape as a function of the gas flow. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Liquid micro-jets are efficient vectors of mass and momentum, which find applications in 
countless scientific domains, most recently in serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) [1]. In 
SFX they are used as sample carriers for beam interactions, where diffraction patterns of these 
samples are collected as they interact with femtosecond X-ray pulses from X-ray Free-Electron 
Lasers (XFELs). These crystal samples are very small with typical dimensions of sub- to few 
microns and their weak scattering ability requires very high-intensity X-ray beams to produce 
a sufficient signal for meaningful data collection. The samples are delivered into X-ray beam 
via a liquid jet, thus some characteristics of the carrier jet are of utmost importance, such as its 
diameter, length and velocity. The diameter of the jet should be as small as possible to increase 
the signal of the sample relative to the background from the buffer liquid. In addition, the jet 
has to be long enough so that the interaction with X-ray beam can be far enough from the nozzle 
to avoid any shadowing from the nozzle structure in the X-ray diffraction data. The interaction 
of the jet with the X-ray is normally carried out at a distance of ~100 µm or more. The X-ray 
beams coming out from XFELs operate with a frequency of 120 Hz (e.g. LCLS) or as high as 
4.5 MHz (e.g. European XFEL). In order to avoid a double exposure of the crystal the jet has 
to be as fast as possible. For biological samples it is also important to know the temperature of 
the jet. 
Liquid jets are produced in many ways starting from Rayleigh sources [2], to more recently, 
gas dynamic virtual nozzles (GDVNs) [3]–[6]. Rayleigh sources are inefficient for SFX 
applications because of their limitations in producing fast, micron/sub-micron jets [5]. To 
overcome these issues, a novel way of producing liquid jets was introduced using a 
hydrodynamic effect of the co-flowing gas stream [3]. Further improvement was to replace the 
plate with an orifice with a glass polished converging outer capillary [4]. This increased the 
harvesting of the focusing moment from the co-flowing gas. An injection molded GDVN [5] 
was introduced to overcome manufacturing difficulties in glass polished nozzles. More recently 
3D printed GDVNs [7] were introduced, enabling advanced micro-nozzle design solutions and 
manufacturing with high accuracy and reproducibility. 
As the jet emanates from nozzle outlet in provided environment various instabilities co-exist 
on the jet surface. These instabilities determine the jet characteristics, which are either (a) an 
unstable meniscus with periodic ejection of drops - dripping, (b) a continuous stable liquid 
thread, which finally breaks into stream of droplets - jetting, (c) spatially unstable jet, which 
whips with some amplitude - whipping [3], [8]. There are various strongly coupled factors that 
result in the jet outcome (jetting/dripping/whipping). They include nozzle geometry, liquid and 
gas operating parameters, gas and liquid material properties. 
Numerical simulations have become very successful in studying the jet characteristics. They 
have been performed for jet emanating in air [9], [10] and vacuum environments [6], [11], [12]. 
Recently, the jet characteristics have been investigated for injection molded GDVNs using 
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experimentally validated numerical model for a wide spectrum of liquid and gas flow rates [6], 
nozzle geometry [11] and type of focusing gas [12]. 
Present work extends these numerical investigations by using the same numerical model as 
in [6] for the assessment of the jet speed as a function of gas flow rate for a 3D printed nozzle. 
A fixed nozzle geometric arrangement is used for numerical study, where the numerical results 
are compared with the experimentally collected data. The numerical formulation is followed 
with the short description of governing equations and the basics of the solution procedure. 
Numerical results are discussed for 5 different cases where the liquid flow rate is kept constant, 
while the gas flow is changed. Conclusions are drawn in the final section based on the results 
of the numerical model and its comparison with the related experiment. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
In this experiment we attempted to collect the jet length, diameter and the velocity of a 3D 
printed GDVN. The same experimental setup as in [5] was used. However, this time also the 
jet speed was recorded by using two laser pulses with a known delay. The distance travelled by 
the first drop detaching from the jet tip was recorded and the speed was measured. 
Numerical domain of GDVN used for numerical simulation is shown in Figure 1. The 
GDVN geometry has a cylindrical symmetry so an axisymmetric modelling approach is applied 
instead of a full 3D modelling. The numerical model, including the boundary conditions used 
along with the solution setup are elaborated in [6]. Only basic elements of the numerical model 
are summarized in the present paper. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of GDVN used for numerical simulations (not to scale), where 25 μmlR = , 1 70 μmR =
2 175 μmR = 60 μmH = and 60 μmD = . 
A single-domain VOF approach includes a volume fraction variable ( ),t p , bounded between 
0 and 1 for gas and liquid, respectively. The interface transport equation along with the mixture 
formulation of coupled mass, momentum and energy equations are given as follows, 
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( ) ( ) 0t    + =v      (1) 
( ) 0,t   + =v       (2) 
( ) ( )t p    + = − + +v vv τ f     (3) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )e t e p   + = − + −v v τv q   (4) 
where ( ),tv p  is velocity vector and   is density, ( ),p tp  denotes pressure, ( ),tf p  surface 
tension forces, τ  the viscous stress tensor, defined as ( ) ( ) ( )T  =  +  −   τ v v v I  with  
viscosity  , ( )2 3 =  and identity tensor I , while e  is the specific total energy per unit 
volume, composed from the specific internal and the kinetic energy per unit volume 
20.5ve c T= + v  with vc  and T  standing for specific heat capacity at constant volume and 
temperature respectively, k T= − q  is the conduction heat flux with thermal conductivity k . 
The material properties satisfying equations (1) - (4) are calculated from the phase-weighted 
averages as, 
( ) ( )1l g    = + − ,      (5) 
where, l and g  stand for the liquid and gas material properties, such as density, specific heat, 
thermal conductivity and viscosity. Ideal gas is considered for density calculation. 
The high speeds and micro-dimensionality of the nozzle system allow to neglect the 
gravitational force. The dominant surface tension force is included as the body force , =f n
with   standing for surface tension, =n is the unit normal and the curvature of the interface 
calculated by using the continuum surface model [13] as, ( ) ( )   = −   . 
Numerical simulations are performed with OpenFOAM code [14], which is based on FVM 
discretization. The liquid-gas interface is captured with VOF method, where the interface 
diffusion is avoided by using an artificial interface compression counter-gradient approach [15]. 
PIMPLE algorithm is used for the solution of partial differential equations and an adaptive time 
stepping approach is used by setting [16] Courant number ( )Co v t x=    equal to 0.25. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Numerical simulations were done for a set of 5 different helium gas flow rates (5 mg/min, 
10 mg/min, 15 mg/min, 20 mg/min and 25 mg/min), and where the water flow rate was kept 
constant at 14 µl/min. The jet diameter, length and velocity were analyzed as a function of the 
gas flow rate. Experimental data was extracted and compared with the numerical simulations 
in terms of jet length, diameter and velocity in Figure 2, 3 and 4. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the numerical (red) and experimental (black) jet shape for a liquid and gas flow rate of 
14 µl/min and 5 mg/min, respectively. 
It is seen from the jet snapshots in Figure 2, that the jet shape obtained with the numerical 
simulation reasonably agrees with the experimental one. To analyze the data, the jet shape was 
averaged over time, once the simulation was stabilized. These time averaged values are 
presented in Figure 3 - (a, b). 
  
Figure 3. Numerical and experimental (a) jet length and (b) jet for a liquid flow rate 14 µl/min and 5 different 
gas flow rates. 
Experimentally measured velocities and velocities obtained from numerical simulations are 
presented in Figure 4. It is interesting to note a consistent underestimation of the calculated jet 
velocities as compared to the experimentally measured ones. This difference could potentially 
be explained with how these velocities were measured. In the experimental setup the velocity 
of the first detached drop from the jet is monitored as it moves downstream in the nozzle outlet 
chamber. In the numerical simulations we are extracting the velocity of the tip of the jet. The 
first detached drop accelerates in high speed gas stream co-flowing with the jet causing the 
difference in velocity comparison. 
(a) (b) 
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The FVM-VOF based numerical model was used to assess the jet focusing for a 3D printed 
micro GDVN. The measured and calculated jet shapes show reasonable agreement. However, 
simulated velocities are consistently slower than experimentally measured ones, this difference 
could possibly be introduced by the velocity measurement. In the experiments we measure the 
velocity of the first detached drop from the jet, because measuring the velocity closer to the tip 
of the jet was not possible. Similarly, in numerical simulations it is not easily possible to retrieve 
velocities of the first detached drop. A more accurate comparisons would require assessing flow 
characteristics of the jet at same position. In spite of the discrepancies present in measured and 
calculated velocities, the study overall provides a good way forward for future such 
investigations.  In the numerical simulations there are no such constrains and we can easily 
retrieve the velocity of the tip of the jet. 
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